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Summary: In this report, we explore the sensitivity of Australian annually averaged daily 

maximum, daily minimum and daily mean temperature variability and trends across the 100-

year period 1911-2010 to choices of analysis method, selection of sites used in the 

observational network, and homogenisation techniques. 

 

We use a range of high-quality homogenised sub-network and whole-network grid sets, with 

attention being paid specifically to analyses of the new Australian Climate Observations 

Reference Network-Surface Air Temperature (ACORN-SAT) data-set. 

  

The ACORN-SAT data show little or no change in Australian temperatures in the first 50 years 

(1911-1960), followed by a period of rapid warming in the second 50 years (1961-2010). 

Minimum temperatures show a stronger warming signal than maximum temperatures. The new 

analyses yield estimates for the temperature rise across 1911-2010 of +0.9 °C for annual 

maximum temperature, +1.3 °C for annual minimum temperature and +1.1 °C for annual mean 

temperature. 

 

Changes in Australian annual temperatures are poorly characterised by a single linear trend 

taken over the entire 100-year period. Using a range of plausible empirical time series models, 

we find that the data are better characterised by a quadratic model, comprising a period of 

relatively static temperatures followed by an accelerating upward trend. 

 

A comparison of the ACORN-SAT analyses with previous temperature analyses generated by 

the Bureau of Meteorology, and independent analyses of Australian temperature data by 

international agencies, shows very similar estimates of Australian temperature changes over the 

twentieth century. In particular, warming over the last 50 years is essentially indistinguishable 

in each of the analyses assessed in this report. A comparison of surface and satellite based 

lower troposphere trends since 1979 (when the satellite data commence) reveals similar strong 

agreement.  

 

Temperature changes from 1911 to 1960 show some degree of sensitivity to the choice of 

network and analysis method, which reflects structural uncertainty due to network coverage 

during this time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In this report, we explore the sensitivity of variability and trends in Australian annually averaged daily 

maximum, daily minimum and daily mean temperature across the period 1911-2010 to analysis methodology 

and changes in the observational network. We use a range of whole network and homogenised high-quality 

sub-network analysis grid sets for this purpose. These include both local (Bureau of Meteorology) and 

international gridded analyses of surface air temperature (SAT), supplemented by two satellite-derived 

analyses of lower tropospheric temperature (TLT). Details and references are given in Section 2.1. As well 

as using different networks, the temperature data-sets analysed here use a variety of different methods and 

levels of quality control (e.g., the application of temporal homogenisation adjustments). It should be noted 

that the networks are not mutually exclusive. 

 

The focus of this report is primarily to evaluate variability and trends described in analyses of the new 

Australian Climate Observations Reference Network-Surface Air Temperature (ACORN-SAT) daily 

temperature data-set (Bureau of Meteorology 2011b), with a view to exploring its characteristics in relation 

to those of other analysis grid sets.  

 

The report is organised as follows. The data-sets used in the study and spatial-averaging techniques are 

described in Section 2. Section 3 describes trends and variability in the ACORN analyses, while Section 4 

compares the ACORN analyses against the other Bureau of Meteorology and international analyses. Section 

5 looks briefly at trends in extremes, while Section 6 constructs plausible time series models for the national 

averages of the ACORN analyses. Section 7 explores the sensitivity of trend calculations to the end points of 

the time series, and discussion of these results is presented in Section 8. An Appendix contains a list of the 

ACORN-SAT locations, some subsidiary details relating to the whole-network analyses and an assessment 

of the temporal evolution of the networks. 

 

Following Bureau of Meteorology (2011b), we use “site” to denote a specific observation station, and 

“location” in the case of the ACORN-SAT and Torok and Nicholls data to denote a homogenised composite 

of one or more sites. Each site has a unique Bureau of Meteorology numerical station identifier (station 

number). 
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2. DATA 

 

In this section, we describe the various grid sets used in the study. These fall into four groups; 

(i) homogenised sub-network (Bureau of Meteorology) maximum, minimum and mean temperature 

analyses, (ii) whole-network/near-whole-network (Bureau of Meteorology) maximum, minimum and mean 

temperature analyses, (iii) international mean temperature analyses of Australian SAT (surface air 

temperature) data, and (iv) international satellite lower tropospheric mean temperature (TLT) analyses. The 

first three of these four groups will be collectively labelled SAT analyses. The motivation for exploring 

multiple data-sets is to try to understand the sensitivity of the variability and trends in the analyses to 

network choices, homogenisation and analysis methods, and to surface versus near-surface (remotely 

sensed) considerations. The greater the degree of consistency of the results across the different grid sets, the 

more confidence can be placed in the robustness of the derived trends and variability. 

 

All these analysis grid sets are comprised of calendar monthly analyses, except for the Torok and Nicholls 

(1993) analyses which are annual analyses. From the monthly analyses, annual analyses are prepared by 

simple (i.e., unweighted) averaging of the twelve monthly analyses. Mean temperature results are obtained 

as the average of the maximum and minimum temperature results, in accordance with current Australian 

practice, it being impractical in Australia to calculate the mean daily temperature using equally spaced sub-

daily data because the availability of these data is limited and the standard times of observation vary 

considerably across the country and throughout the historical record. For the Bureau of Meteorology 

monthly analyses, monthly maximum and minimum temperature analyses are prepared from site/location 

data, and the results averaged to form the mean temperature analyses. For the Torok and Nicholls and 

international SAT analyses, mean temperatures are calculated at sites/locations and analysed directly. 

 

All the Bureau of Meteorology grid sets used in the preparation of this report have a spatial resolution of 

0.25°, and sites/locations contributing temperature data must have a supplied latitude and longitude in order 

to be used in these types of analyses. The international analyses have varying spatial resolutions, from 1° to 

5°. Some of the Bureau of Meteorology grid sets are available from 1910, others from 1911, while the 

international SAT extend even further back into the past. For consistency in the reported results, we choose 

not to include the 1910 data in the Bureau of Meteorology analyses and all pre-1911 data in the international 

analyses. There is a great deal of uncertainty surrounding the pre-1910 temperature data for Australia, owing 

to the wide-spread use of non-standard observation practices (Bureau of Meteorology 2011b). 

 

Annual analyses from the satellite lower tropospheric mean temperature grid sets are available for 1979-

2010. These have a spatial resolution of 2.5°. 
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2.1 Grid sets 

 

The details of the various grid sets are as follows. Designations in bold type are used subsequently 

throughout the report as a notational convenience. 

 

Homogenised subnetwork analyses 

 

1. The Torok and Nicholls (TN) annual temperature anomaly analyses (Torok and Nicholls 1996; Della-

Marta et al. 2004) are used in the preparation of Bureau of Meteorology annual statements (e.g., Bureau of 

Meteorology 2011a). The location anomalies are calculated with respect to the 1961-1990 base period, and 

are analysed two-dimensionally using the Barnes successive correction method (Jones and Weymouth 1997) 

with parameters 500/1.00/0.36/0.04/0.04. The first parameter in this specification is the first-pass radius in 

kilometres (i.e., 500 km), with the subsequent parameters being the dimensionless radial reduction factors. 

The first radial reduction factor is always 1 by convention. The second pass-radius is 500 × 0.36
1/2

 km = 300 

km, the third-pass radius is 500 × 0.04
1/2

 km = 100 km, and so on. Larger (smaller) radii typically result in 

smoother (more detailed) analyses. These parameters are the same as those used in the Bureau’s existing 

high-quality monthly temperature anomaly analysis (1950-present) grid set (Jones et al. 2004). The TN data 

have been homogenised at the annual timescale (see Torok and Nicholls 1996; Della-Marta et al. 2004 for 

details). 

 

2. The ACORN temperature anomaly analyses (ACORN) use monthly location temperature anomaly data 

derived from the ACORN-SAT project homogenised daily temperature data (Bureau of Meteorology 

2011b). These daily data are homogenised using methods different from and independent of the methods 

used in generating the TN data. Location anomalies are formed with respect to the 1981-2010 period and are 

analysed two-dimensionally using the Barnes successive correction method (parameters 

500/1.00/0.36/0.04/0.04). The period 1981-2010 is chosen because it maximises (approximately) the number 

of locations for which climatological normals can be calculated. Monthly temperature values at locations are 

calculated from the daily temperature data if there are fewer than ten missing daily values in the month. 

Monthly climatologies, and therefore monthly anomalies, are only calculated if locations have fewer than 

five missing years in the 30-year period. The temporal evolution of this network is depicted in Figure 25. A 

subset of 100 locations from the full ACORN-SAT network of 112 locations is used in these analyses. The 

subset excludes the five urban capital city locations (Adelaide, Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Hobart), 

and seven other sites are also excluded for various reasons. A full listing of the ACORN-SAT sites is given 

in the Appendix. 
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Whole-network/near-whole-network analyses 

 

3. Whole-network drift-corrected analyses – Barnes climatology (WNDCB). These start with basic whole-

network analyses of maximum and minimum temperature (i.e., not anomaly analyses), analysed using the 

Barnes successive correction method with parameters 300/1.0/0.40/0.071/0.021. The whole network 

analyses use the raw monthly temperatures as they are in the Australian Data Archive for Meteorology 

(ADAM). Data included in ADAM have been subject to a basic level of quality control for typical known 

data-quality issues, such as incorrect dating of observations or significant outliers. However, no explicit 

homogeneity adjustments have been applied to these data. These analyses are therefore intrinsically 

inhomogeneous, particularly so for maximum temperature, because of the time-varying nature of the 

network. In general, the raw data are unsuitable for climate variability and change analyses due to the 

existence of several sources of spurious changes in the data over time. A significant source of 

inhomogeneity in spatial averages of these data arises from spurious changes in the climatology from 

network shifts (e.g., expansion of the observation network into warmer parts of the country), which must be 

adjusted for in order to perform any meaningful comparison with homogenised data-sets. A somewhat 

simple but objective adjustment for network non-stationarity has been performed in the preparation of this 

grid set. We first generate a full set of monthly analyses from the raw data for the period 1911-2010, and in 

the process calculate 1981-2010 monthly climatologies from the raw data analysis grids. The second step is 

to generate a parallel set of monthly analyses across the period 1911-2010, wherein the raw temperature data 

being fed into the analysis program are replaced by climatological values at each site reporting in the 

specific month. These climatological values at each site are interpolated from the monthly climatology grids. 

If the network were completely static, no changes over time would result in this parallel set apart from the 

normal annual cycle, but the network is obviously not static and so some variation over time results. The 

drift-corrected analysis is then obtained by subtracting the parallel analysis from the raw analysis. Further 

details are given in the Appendix. 

 

4. Whole-network drift-corrected analyses – Australian Water Availability Project (AWAP) climatology 

(WNDCA). These follow the same approach as the WNDCB set, apart from the fact that the 1981-2010 

monthly climatology grids are computed from the AWAP low-resolution hybrid analyses (Jones et al. 2009) 

rather than the raw Barnes analyses. The AWAP analyses have a better representation of high-elevation 

temperatures than the basic Barnes analyses, leading to a better representation of the climatology. On the 

other hand, the WNDCB analyses are more obviously comparing “like with like”, because of the same 

analyses being used in the preparation of the climatology. 

 

5. Near-whole-network hybrid AWAP low-resolution analyses (WNAWAP). These employ a hybrid 

analysis technique (Jones et al. 2009). Station anomalies are calculated and analysed using a two-

dimensional Barnes successive correction approach (Barnes parameters 350/1.0/0.5/0.4/0.3/0.05). These 
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anomaly analyses are then added to internal climatological grids prepared using the three-dimensional 

Hutchinson spline approach (Hutchinson 1995). Three epochs are used; 1911-1940, 1941-1970, 1971-2000. 

Years within these epochs are anomalised with respect to station normals computed for the specific epoch 

and the resulting anomaly grid added to the climatological grid for that epoch. Station normals are calculated 

from station data, interpolation of the gridded climatologies, or a combination of these, depending on the 

amount of available station data within the epoch (see Jones et al. 2009 for further details). The years 2001-

2010 are treated as if they were in the 1971-2000 epoch. These analyses are technically only “near-whole-

network” because they have the additional metadata requirement of a station elevation, but for the rest of the 

discussion these analyses will be considered to be “whole-network”. Only a small fraction of the network 

(about 4% of observations in the first 50 years, less than 1% in the second 50 years) is typically excluded 

through not having a station elevation available. An analogous high-resolution (0.05°) grid set is also 

available (WNAWAPH), but at the national scale these high-resolution analyses are for the purposes of this 

report effectively identical to the low-resolution ones and as such they do not contribute any additional 

information. The use of different epochs for the internal calculation of site anomalies in WNAWAP has the 

benefit of generating site anomalies which tend to be distributed around zero and the first-guess field is 

therefore in effect an unbiased estimator. However, the networks do change quite dramatically through time, 

and these changes affect the climate normals and hence the final analysis product. The AWAP temperature 

data are essentially inhomogeneous in time. They were developed to provide improved spatial analysis 

rather than for analysing temporal change. Hence the AWAP methodology, by using the observations as a 

predictor of an interpolated surface, effectively applies a spatial homogenisation to the temperature data at 

each time step. It is therefore instructive to compare results from AWAP to ACORN-SAT in the manner 

attempted here. 

 

6. Whole-network hybrid analyses (WNH). These employ the same approach as WNAWAP, except for the 

fact that only one epoch, 1981-2010, is used and all site normals used in the anomalisation of the site data 

are obtained by interpolation of the gridded climatologies, rather than directly from the site data. The Barnes 

parameters 300/1.0/0.25/0.071/0.071 are used. High-resolution (0.05°) gridded climatologies are used for 

better representation of the high-elevation parts of the country. These internal climatologies are also 

generated using the three-dimensional Hutchinson spline technique (Hutchinson 1995). The maximum and 

minimum temperature climatology grids are prepared using all sites with latitudes/longitudes/elevations and 

24 or more years of data in the 1981-2010 period. Approximately 20 high-elevation (> 1000 m) sites have 

estimated site climatologies used for this purpose; the estimates are obtained by regressing the high-

elevation sites against nearby lower-elevations sites. The methodology of this grid set is simpler than the 

AWAP one on two fronts – the use of a single epoch as opposed to three, and the algorithm for computing 

the station climatologies used in the station anomalisation process. This variant on the operational AWAP 

methodology is used to test the hypothesis that the multiple epochs issue is contributing to differences 

between WNAWAP and ACORN. 
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International temperature analyses 

 

7. US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) 

version 3 blended land/ocean mean temperature anomaly analyses (GISS3). These are obtained from 

ftp://data.giss.nasa.gov/pub/gistemp/download/ (Hansen et al. 2010) and have resolution 1.0°. The base 

period is 1951-1980. These analyses have a characteristic length scale of 1200 km employed in the 

algorithm, so the results are typically smoother than those of the Bureau of Meteorology analyses obtained 

using shorter characteristic length scales. Observational data-sets and the Fortran programs to analyse them 

were obtained from the GISS website and the analyses generated locally. The land temperature data-set is 

derived from the GHCN version 3 data-set, and does not contain the Australian data inhomogeneity from the 

mid-1990s to mid-2000s present in some earlier versions of this data-set. The inhomogeneity derived from a 

change in the method of calculating the mean temperatures reported internationally, which caused an 

artificial cool bias in Australian mean temperature. 

 

8. GISS version 3 land-only mean temperature anomaly analyses (GISS3LO). These likewise have 

resolution 1.0° and base period 1951-1980, and are obtained in the same manner as the GISS3 grids. The 

land-only analyses only use SAT data, and therefore do not necessarily contain meaningful information over 

the oceans. In contrast, the blended land/ocean analyses make use of SAT data for land areas and sea-surface 

temperature (SST) data for ocean areas. The problem of the typical coastal land/ocean temperature 

discontinuity is circumvented by analysing temperature anomalies. 

 

9. University of East Anglia (UEA) Climatic Research Unit (CRU) CRUTEM version 3 land-only mean 

temperature anomaly analyses (CT3). These are obtained from 

http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/ (Brohan et al. 2006) and have resolution 5.0°. The base 

period is 1961-1990. 

 

10. CRUTEM version 3 variance-adjusted land-only mean temperature anomaly analyses (CT3v). These 

likewise have resolution 5.0° and base period 1961-1990 (Brohan et al. 2006). 

 

11. United Kingdom Meteorological Office Hadley Centre/University of East Anglia Climatic Research 

Unit HadCRU version 3 blended land/ocean mean temperature anomaly analyses (HC3). These are obtained 

from http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/ (Brohan et al. 2006; Rayner et al. 2006) and have 

resolution 5.0°. The base period is 1961-1990. 

 

12. HadCRU version 3 variance-adjusted blended land/ocean mean temperature anomaly analyses (HC3v). 

These likewise have resolution 5.0° and base period 1961-1990 (Brohan et al. 2006; Rayner et al. 2006). 
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The variance adjustment attempts to control for changes over time in the number of available stations in any 

one region. 

 

13. US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) 

Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) version 2 land-only mean temperature anomaly analyses 

(GHCN2LO). These are obtained from ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/ghcn/v2/grid/ and have 5.0° 

resolution and base period 1961-1990. 

 

14. GHCN version 3 land-only mean temperature anomaly analyses (GHCN3LO). These are obtained from 

ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/ghcn/v3/grid/ and have 5.0° resolution and base period 1961-1990. 

 

15. GHCN version 3b merge 53 blended land/ocean mean temperature anomaly analyses (GHCN3). These 

are obtained from ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/ghcn/blended/ and have 5.0° resolution and base period 

1971-2000 (Smith et al. 2008). 

 

International satellite lower tropospheric mean temperature analyses 

 

16. Remote Sensing Systems (RSS) version 3.3 mean temperature analyses (RSS). These are obtained from 

http://www.remss.com/data/msu/data/netcdf/ and have resolution 2.5°. Information about the earlier version 

3.2 analyses can be found in Mears and Wentz (2009a; b). 

 

17. The University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) version 5.4 mean temperature anomaly analyses 

(UAH). These are obtained from http://vortex.nsstc.uah.edu/public/msu/t2lt/ and have resolution 2.5° and 

base period 1981-2010. The reader is referred to Christy et al. (2010; 2011) for more information. 

 

The Bureau of Meteorology also has an official set of monthly SAT anomaly analyses based on a high-

quality homogenised sub-network (Jones et al. 2004), but we have elected not to use them in this study 

because they are only available from 1950 onwards. 

 

We considered and rejected the use of first-difference analyses (Peterson et al. 1998) as an alternative to the 

anomaly analyses whose results are reported here, for both the whole network and the ACORN-SAT 

network. The reason for the rejection of the first-difference method arose from a study on synthetic data 

(temperatures obtained as interpolations of the WNAWAP analyses to actual location positions). We found 

that the anomaly analyses and first difference analyses gave very similar (and satisfactory) results in the 

calculation of the national area averages (see Section 2.2) when the network was stationary (i.e., not 

showing any temporal evolution). In contrast, considerable differences occurred when the network was time-

varying (e.g., the ACORN-SAT and whole networks – see the Appendix for more detail), with the first-
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difference approach being the much less successful of the two in reproducing the original AWAP gridded 

results. Although the exploration of the first-difference method gave a clear result, being inferior to the 

anomaly method (in the presence of a time-varying network), the reasons for this result remain unclear and 

deserve further attention. When applied to the actual ACORN-SAT data, the two methods gave very similar 

results for maximum temperature, but somewhat different results for minimum temperature. 
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2.2 Spatial averaging 

 

National averages of the Bureau of Meteorology’s 0.25° resolution gridded analyses are prepared using an 

area-weighted (cosine of latitude) spatial averaging of the data for continental Australia and the main island 

of Tasmania (Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1: Lattice of grid points at 0.25° latitude/longitude resolution used in the calculation of national 

area averages. Points consist of continental Australia and the main island of Tasmania. Meridional 

convergence is taken into consideration when area averages are calculated. 

 

Continental averages of the various international grid sets are prepared using spatial averages of 1.0° 

resolution grid points for continental Australia only (Figure 2). The coarser resolution and the omission of 

Tasmania in preparation of these averages is due to the lower and variable resolution of these analyses 

which range from 1° to 5°, Tasmania being poorly represented at these resolutions. At the coarser 

resolutions, grid boxes around the Australian coastline will typically contain substantial areas of ocean, and 

in the case of the blended land/ocean analyses will be derived from both SAT and SST data. To achieve a 

consistent result and restrict the averaging process to the land surface, we interpolate these grids at the 1° 

resolution shown in Figure 2. In the case of the blended land/ocean analyses, some SST contributions may 
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result in the spatial averages. Continental averages of the ACORN and TN analyses are generated in the 

same way for purposes of comparison. 

 

The interpolation is performed using bi-cubic polynomial interpolation on a 4×4 lattice of grid points for the 

central square of the resulting 3×3 square region. Conceptually, this involves fitting a polynomial p(x,y) = 

∑∑
= =

3

0

3

0i j

ji

ij yxa to the data points (x,y,p) = (i,j,pij) for i,j = 0,1,2,3, with interpolation being restricted to the 

“inner square” (i.e., 1 § x,y § 2). The technique is a straight-forward bivariate generalisation of the 

univariate Lagrange four-point interpolation formula given in Abramowitz and Stegun (1965). 

 

 

Figure 2: Lattice of grids points at 1° resolution used in the calculation of continental area averages. 

Meridional convergence is taken into consideration when area averages are calculated. 

 

As has been noted above, some of the analyses are temperature analyses, while others are temperature 

anomaly analyses. Further, the temperature anomaly analyses use a variety of base periods. Therefore, the 

time series are anomalised, or re-anomalised, with respect to the 1981-2010 period for purposes of 

consistent comparison. This process does not change the nature of the variability and trends in the annual 

means. 
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3. TRENDS AND VARIABILITY 

 

As mentioned in Section 1, the focus of this study is principally to evaluate the variability and trends of the 

ACORN analyses. A large part of this evaluation involves an investigation into the nationally averaged 

annual temperature anomaly time series and their temporal characteristics. We therefore adopt as a 

notational convenience the designations NTmax, NTmin and NTmean for the nationally averaged annual 

maximum, minimum and mean temperature anomaly time series (anomalised with respect to 1981-2010), 

and CTmean for the corresponding continental annual mean temperature time series (likewise anomalised 

with respect to 1981-2010). 

 

We begin by presenting some basic results in trends and variability for the ACORN analyses, including total 

temperature change across the 100 years, as diagnosed by the quadratic regression model, and amplitude of 

the interannual variability about the trend, as diagnosed by the standard deviation of the quadratic regression 

residuals. [The justification for this choice of regression model is given below in Section 6.] Corresponding 

results for the TN and WNAWAP analyses are also given. We also look at the interannual variability and its 

change over time, by computing standard deviations of the temperature anomalies over successive twenty-

year periods. 
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Figure 3 shows the NTmax, NTmin and NTmean time series for the period 1911-2010, calculated using the 

ACORN analyses, together with quadratic regression lines. In broad terms, the pattern of temperature 

change across the 100 years is one of slow (NTmax) to moderate (NTmin) change in the first 50 years, 

followed by a much more rapid rise in the second 50 years. The total quadratic changes across the 100 years, 

defined as {last point on the regression line} – {first point on the regression line}, are +0.90 °C for NTmax, 

+1.28 °C for NTmin and +1.09 °C for NTmean. These values, together with the corresponding values for the 

TN and WNAWAP analyses are shown in Table 1. 
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Figure 3: Time series of NTmax (red), NTmin (blue) and NTmean (green) for the period 1911-2010, 

calculated using the ACORN analyses. The base period is 1981-2010. The graphs have been 

progressively offset in the vertical for visual clarity. Quadratic regression lines are also shown. 

Total quadratic changes across the 100 years, defined as {last point on the regression line} – {first 

point on the regression line} are +0.90 °C for NTmax, +1.28 °C for NTmin and +1.09 °C for NTmean. 
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The ACORN analyses show a rise of nearly +1.1 °C in annual mean temperature across the 100 years, with 

the TN estimate being nearly +1.0 °C. The WNAWAP estimate is rather lower, at about +0.7 °C. The 

ACORN analyses also show a larger amplitude of the residuals to the quadratic regression than the other 

two analysis sets. Most of the temperature rise occurs in the second half of the study period (1961-2010), 

and over that later period the three analysis sets are in closer agreement, with respect to both total change 

and amplitude of interannual variability. 

 

Table 1: Total quadratic change (°C) over the period 1911-2010, standard deviation of the quadratic residuals 

(°C) for the full period, quadratic change over the period 1961-2010 and standard deviation of the quadratic 

residuals (°C) over the period 1961-2010, for three sets of analyses (ACORN, TN, WNAWAP). The results for the 

1961-2010 period are obtained from the quadratic regressions over the whole period. 

Statistic Analyses NTmax NTmin NTmean 

ACORN 0.90 1.28 1.09 

TN 0.73 1.22 0.98 
Total quadratic 

change (°C) 
WNAWAP 0.54 0.85 0.69 

ACORN 0.28 0.38 0.33 

TN 0.25 0.37 0.31 
Standard deviation 

of  quadratic residuals (°C) 
WNAWAP 0.21 0.27 0.24 

ACORN 0.79 0.88 0.84 

TN 0.78 0.96 0.87 
Quadratic change 

1961-2010 (°C) 
WNAWAP 0.70 0.76 0.73 

ACORN 0.24 0.26 0.25 

TN 0.24 0.29 0.26 
Standard deviation 

of  quadratic residuals 

1961-2010 (°C) WNAWAP 0.21 0.23 0.22 
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The differences between the three analysis sets reported in Table 1 are mostly due to the different 

characterisation of the long-term trend, as can be seen from Table 2 which shows standard deviations of 

annual temperature for consecutive twenty-year periods. The interannual variability is fairly similar amongst 

the analysis sets, with no one set having consistently larger or smaller variability, although it can be noted 

that TN always has the largest or equal-largest standard deviation for NTmin. 

 

Table 2: Standard deviations in °C of annual temperature anomalies in consecutive twenty-year periods, for 

three analysis sets. 

SD (°C) Analyses NTmax NTmin NTmean 

ACORN 0.43 0.35 0.35 

TN 0.45 0.38 0.37 1911-1930 

WNAWAP 0.46 0.38 0.38 

ACORN 0.33 0.30 0.25 

TN 0.34 0.32 0.27 1931-1950 

WNAWAP 0.34 0.29 0.26 

ACORN 0.41 0.29 0.30 

TN 0.41 0.29 0.30 1951-1970 

WNAWAP 0.42 0.27 0.29 

ACORN 0.46 0.44 0.41 

TN 0.47 0.46 0.42 1971-1990 

WNAWAP 0.47 0.46 0.41 

ACORN 0.47 0.33 0.32 

TN 0.47 0.34 0.33 1991-2010 

WNAWAP 0.50 0.34 0.33 
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More comprehensive results are shown in Figure 4 for these three grid sets. Overall the NTmax time series 

shows greater interannual variability than the NTmin and NTmean time series, and interannual variability is 

typically smaller in the first 50 years than in the second 50 years. The three grid sets are quite consistent in 

their estimates of the interannual variability, although for a considerable period in the first 50 years, the 

whole-network WNAWAP grids show reduced interannual variability in NTmin than the other two grid sets. 
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Figure 4: Standard deviations (in °C) for NTmax, NTmin and NTmean values for moving 20-year windows, 

as estimated by the ACORN (red), TN (green) and WNAWAP (blue) analyses. The first 20-year window is 

1911-1930, the last being 1991-2010. Results are progressively offset in the vertical for visual clarity and 

plotted against their temporal midpoints. Black lines denote zero standard deviation. 
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4. COMPARISONS AGAINST ACORN 

 

Next, we present a more detailed comparison of the national and continental annual temperature time series 

of the various Bureau of Meteorology and international grid sets against the new ACORN grid sets. This 

involves computing and graphing the differences between the various estimates of the national time series. 

Mean absolute differences (MADs) for the first and last 50 years are described. 

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the five other Bureau of Meteorology temperature analyses against 

ACORN for the NTmax time series. Over the last 50 years (1961-2010), the differences between ACORN 

and the other grid sets are fairly small: MADs range from 0.04 °C (TN, WNAWAP) to 0.06 °C (WNDCB), 

implying good agreement amongst the various estimates for NTmax, with respect to both trends and year-to-

year variability. Over the first 50 years (1911-1960), the differences are rather larger, with MADs ranging 

from 0.09 °C (TN) to 0.20 °C (WNAWAP), typically this is more due to differences in the mean state rather 

than to due to interannual variability. Full details are given in Table 3. An unresolved question is how much 

of the differences in the early part of the record is due to sampling variability arising from a sparse network 

in the ACORN analyses. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of NTmax time series (1911-2010). The differences plotted are TN − ACORN, 

WNDCB − ACORN, WNDCA − ACORN, WNAWAP − ACORN and WNH − ACORN (in °C). All 

contributing time series are anomalised with respect to the 1981-2010 period prior to the 

calculation of the difference between pairs of time series. Time series are progressively offset in 

the vertical for visual separation. Black lines denote the zero anomaly. 
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The ACORN analyses show a slightly stronger warming signal than each of the comparisons  

(TN, WNDCB, WNDCA, WNAWAP and WNH). Of the five comparisons, ACORN is most similar to 

TN, for both overall trend and year-to-year variation. 

Table 3: Comparison of the ACORN analyses against the other Bureau of Meteorology 

analyses. Mean absolute differences (MADs) over 1911-1960 and 1961-2010 are 

shown for each of NTmax, NTmin and NTmean, supplemented by the MADs for 1911-

1960 with the mean state difference removed (†). Values in °C, rounded to two 

decimal places. 

NTmax NTmin NTmean 

Comparison 1911-

1960 

1961-

2010 

1911-

1960† 

1911-

1960 

1961-

2010 

1911-

1960† 

1911-

1960 

1961-

2010 

1911-

1960† 

TN 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 

WNDCB 0.19 0.06 0.09 0.16 0.06 0.10 0.18 0.05 0.08 

DNCA 0.17 0.05 0.06 0.19 0.06 0.09 0.18 0.05 0.07 

WNAWAP 0.20 0.04 0.08 0.23 0.05 0.09 0.22 0.04 0.08 

WNH 0.14 0.05 0.07 0.25 0.06 0.11 0.19 0.05 0.07 
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Figure 6 shows a comparison of the five other Bureau of Meteorology monthly analyses against ACORN 

for the NTmin time series. As with maximum temperature, ACORN shows a stronger warming signal than 

the other five grid sets and TN provides the closest match. MADs for the last 50 years range from 0.05 °C 

(WNAWAP) to 0.07 °C (TN), but from 0.07 °C (TN) to 0.25 °C (WNH) for the first 50 years. These 

differences are larger than for NTmax, and a large contribution to the differences in the first 50 years comes 

from the mean state difference (Table 3). There are relatively large differences between the whole-network 

analyses and the homogenised-network analyses in the first thirty years, and the first ten years in particular. 

The internal consistency amongst the whole-network analyses implies that the differences between them and 

the homogenised-network analyses are a result of physical network differences and network changes, rather 

than as a result of analysis methods. The difference series also suggest periods of more rapid divergence – 

particularly around 1965, 1930 and just prior to 1920. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of NTmin time series (1911-2010). The differences plotted are TN − ACORN, 

WNDCB − ACORN, WNDCA − ACORN, WNAWAP − ACORN and WNH − ACORN (in °C). All 

contributing time series are anomalised with respect to the 1981-2010 period prior to the 

calculation of the difference between pairs of time series. Time series are progressively offset in 

the vertical for visual separation. Black lines denote the zero anomaly. 
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The results in Figure 7 for NTmean are by construction a simple averaging of the results in Figure 5 and 

Figure 6. MADs range from 0.04 °C (WNAWAP) to 0.05 °C (others) for the last 50 years, but from 0.06 °C 

(TN) to 0.22 °C (WNAWAP) for the first 50 years. Full details are given in Table 3. The TN grid set comes 

closest to ACORN, as it did for NTmax and NTmin. It is evident that the data-sets are all very similar in 

their description of Australian mean temperature for the last 50 years, but less similar in the first 50 years. 

All data-sets characterise little or no warming prior to 1940, followed by a more rapid warming until the 

present. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of NTmean time series (1911-2010). The differences plotted are TN − ACORN, 

WNDCB − ACORN, WNDCA − ACORN, WNAWAP − ACORN and WNH − ACORN (in °C). All 

contributing time series are anomalised with respect to the 1981-2010 period prior to the 

calculation of the difference between pairs of time series. Time series are progressively offset in 

the vertical for visual separation. Black lines denote the zero anomaly. 
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Figure 8 shows a comparison of the ACORN CTmean time series against the nine international SAT grid 

sets. As was the case with the other Bureau of Meteorology analyses, ACORN shows a stronger warming 

signal than all nine international grid sets. MADs for the last 50 years range from 0.04 °C (GHCN2LO) to 

0.08 °C (CT3v, GISS), and from 0.12 °C (GISS3LO) to 0.20 °C (CT3, CT3v) for the first 50 years. In 

general terms, the GHCN family come closest to ACORN. The TN grid set is in better agreement with the 

international models over the first 50 years, with MADs ranging from 0.10 °C to 0.16 °C. 
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Figure 8: Comparison of CTmean time series (1911-2010). 

The differences plotted are GISS3 − ACORN, GISS3LO − 

ACORN, HC3 − ACORN, HC3v − ACORN, CT3 − ACORN, 

CT3v − ACORN, GHCN2LO − ACORN, GHCN3LO − ACORN 

and GHCN3 − ACORN (in °C). Time series are progressively 

offset in the vertical for visual separation. Black lines denote 

the zero anomaly. 
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Figure 8 indicates that the international data-sets are very similar to ACORN from the mid- twentieth 

century to 2010. More significant differences become apparent at both the annual and decadal scale prior to 

about 1940. 

 

The land-only data-sets CT3 and CT3v in Figure 8 show large discrepancies against ACORN in the last 

decade (2001-2010), as do to a lesser extent do the corresponding blended land-ocean data-sets HC3 and 

HC3v, the results being presumably moderated by more homogeneous ocean data. The cause of this is 

believed to be a 1994 change in algorithm used for the calculation of monthly mean temperature in reports 

issued internationally by Australia (CLIMAT) messages. Trewin (2004) found that mean temperatures 

calculated by this method had a bias of –0.14 °C relative to calculating mean temperatures using maximum 

and minimum temperatures, as is done in ACORN. The discrepancy is therefore not a real climatic effect, 

and not an issue relating to the new ACORN data-set). It is anticipated that that this will be remedied in 

future versions of these international data-sets. We therefore pay no further attention to this discrepancy in 

this report as its cause is known and artificial (B. Trewin pers. comm. 2011). 
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Figure 9 shows a comparison of the ACORN SAT CTmean time series (1971-2010) and the two satellite 

TLT CTmean time series (1979-2010). The two TLT analyses are broadly consistent with the ACORN SAT 

analysis. An exact match is not to be expected, given that SAT and TLT are conceptually two different 

physical quantities, but the overall agreement is very good. The ACORN analyses have slightly larger 

variability than the TLT analyses; the standard deviation in the annual anomalies across the 32 years of 

overlapping data is 0.33 °C, compared to 0.30 °C for RSS and 0.31 °C for UAH. The linear change, 

computed as {last point} – {first point} on the linear regression line across the 32 years, is also larger; 

+0.40 °C for ACORN, compared to +0.34 °C for RSS and +0.35 °C for UAH. 
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Figure 9: CTmean ACORN SAT time series (1971-2010, green), TLT time series from RSS (1979-

2010, red) and TLT time series from UAH (1979-2010, blue). Inset: these data, with ACORN-SAT 

data from 1911. All time series anomalised with respect to 1981-2010. 
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5. TRENDS IN THE EXTREMES 

 

In addition to comparing the annual means in the various analyses presented in Section 4, we also compute 

the national percentage areas of the country for high and low annual maximum, minimum and mean 

temperature. Here “low” means being below the 5
th
 percentile, and “high” means being above the 95

th
 

percentile. These percentiles are calculated with respect to the whole 1911-2010 period. 

 

Exponential trend lines of the form y = a + b exp(ct) are fitted to these percentage area time series, by 

means of a stochastic approximate minimisation of the sum of the squared errors. Exponential trend lines are 

used here in preference to linear or quadratic trend lines because they better preserve the inherent 

restrictions on allowable values – percentage areas must necessarily lie between 0 and 100%. In forming the 

exponential trend lines to these percentage area time series, we are intending the results to be indicative 

only. We are not proposing that the data are necessarily arising from some exponential process, nor are we 

proposing that the exponential trend be used in a predictive (post-2010) or retrodictive (pre-1911) manner. 

Clearly, for data of this type, a linear, quadratic or exponential trend model cannot be extrapolated 

indefinitely without violating the restriction that the percentage area lie between 0 and 100%. We also note 

that the exponential trend model can encompass linear or near-linear behaviour, through small values of the 

parameter c. In this case however, the model simplifies (approximately, via its Taylor series expansion) to 

y = a + b(1 + ct) = (a + b) + (bc)t. This implies that the approximate best-fitting linear trend is not associated 

with a unique set of model parameters a, b, c, complicating attempts at numerical minimisation of the sum of 

squared errors in the case of near-linear data. 
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Figure 10 shows the national percentage areas for high and low annual maximum temperature for each year 

from 1911 to 2010, for the ACORN and WNAWAP analyses, together with exponential trend lines. For 

visual clarity, the percentage areas for high temperatures are expressed in complementary fashion (i.e., 

100% − {percentage area}).  

 

For maximum temperature, there is a slow but steady decrease in the percentage of the country experiencing 

annual temperatures below the 5
th
 percentile. That decline is faster in the ACORN analyses than in the 

WNAWAP analyses. The percentage of the country experiencing annual temperatures above the 95
th
 

percentile remains steady for the first half of the study period, but is characterised by a rapid acceleration 

towards the end of the study period. That acceleration is faster in the ACORN analyses than in the 

WNAWAP analyses. These results are consistent with the results shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 10: National percentage areas of annual maximum temperature below the 5
th

 percentile in 

the ACORN (dark blue) and WNAWAP (light blue) analyses, and not above the 95
th

 percentile in the 

ACORN (dark red) and WNAWAP (light red) analyses, together with exponential trend lines.  
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The corresponding result for minimum temperature is shown in Figure 11. The outcomes are similar to 

those for maximum temperature; a decline in the percentage of the country experiencing annual minimum 

temperatures below the 5
th
 percentile and an increase in the percentage experiencing annual minimum 

temperatures above the 95
th
 percentile. As before, the changes are faster in the ACORN analyses than in the 

WNAWAP analyses. These results are consistent with the results shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 11: National percentage areas of annual minimum temperature below the 5
th

 percentile in 

the ACORN (dark blue) and WNAWAP (light blue) analyses, and not above the 95
th

 percentile in the 

ACORN (dark red) and WNAWAP (light red) analyses, together with exponential trend lines. 
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Figure 12 shows the results for mean temperature. Again, the acceleration in the percentage area of the 

country experiencing annual mean temperatures above the 95
th
 percentile is striking. There is a distinct lack 

of symmetry between the high extreme and low extreme results, which may be associated with the non-

linearity of the trend in the NTmean time series. 
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Figure 12: National percentage areas of annual mean temperature below the 5
th

 percentile in the 

ACORN (dark blue) and WNAWAP (light blue) analyses, and not above the 95
th

 percentile in the 

ACORN (dark red) and WNAWAP (light red) analyses, together with exponential trend lines. 
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An additional concern is the temporal stability of the extremes in the time series. Table 4 shows the years in 

which the NTmax, NTmin and NTmean time series have their hottest and coldest years, for each of the six 

Bureau of Meteorology analysis sets. Anomaly values in the time series have been rounded to two decimal 

places (of degrees Celsius) prior to the calculation of the highest and lowest values and the years in which 

they occur. This rounding conforms to current Bureau of Meteorology practice in the calculation of these 

time series. All six grid sets agree as to the year of highest minimum temperature, highest mean temperature, 

lowest maximum temperature and lowest mean temperature. For highest maximum temperature, there is 

agreement on 2002 apart from the WNAWAP grid set yielding a tie with 2005. For lowest minimum 

temperature, the whole-network grid sets agree on 1976, but the two homogenised grid sets place the lowest 

minimum year earlier, and disagree about it (1946 and 1929). As with the rest of the report, the year 1910 

was not included in this comparison, but it was not an especially cold year in any case. 

 

Table 4: Hottest and coldest years with respect to the NTmax, NTmin and NTmean time series in 

the various Bureau of Meteorology grid sets (1911-2010). Annual anomaly values in the time series 

have been rounded to two decimal places (of degrees Celsius), prior to the determination of the 

highest and lowest values in the time series and the years in which they occur. 

 Highest Highest Highest Lowest Lowest Lowest 

Model Tmax Tmin Tmean Tmax Tmin Tmean 

TN 2002 1998 2005 1917 1946 1917 

ACORN 2002 1998 2005 1917 1929 1917 

WNDCB 2002 1998 2005 1917 1976 1917 

WNDCA 2002 1998 2005 1917 1976 1917 

WNAWAP 2002, 2005 1998 2005 1917 1976 1917 

WNH 2002 1998 2005 1917 1976 1917 
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6. MODELLING 

 

Much evidence has now been assembled in the scientific literature for an anthropogenic influence on global 

and Australian temperatures (Karoly and Braganza 2005; IPCC 2007). Based on these studies, physical 

evidence exists for a warming signal in Australian temperatures on multi-decadal timescales, as well as 

interannual and decadal variability. Hence it is appropriate to fit a range of statistical models to Australian 

mean temperature to determine the underlying warming trend in the data-sets analysed here. 

 

A visual inspection of the NTmean time series (e.g., Figure 3) suggests that the temperature trend over the 

100 years is not best described by a linear model. This tentative conclusion can be confirmed objectively 

through the calculation of cross-validated model-fitting errors. We compute leave-one-out cross-validated 

root-mean-square errors (RSMEs) and mean absolute errors (MAEs) for a variety of polynomial (ordinary 

least squares regression) models. The leave-one-year-out-at-a-time cross-validation is employed to take into 

account the fact that in its absence higher-order polynomial models usually fit the data better than lower-

order polynomial models, and that the better fit arises as a direct consequence of the extra degrees of 

freedom in the higher-order models rather than as a consequence of the intrinsic characteristics of the data. 

 

The results of this empirical polynomial modelling for the ACORN NTmean time series are presented in 

Table 5. The quadratic model is the best-fitting model with respect to both error metrics for the ACORN 

NTmean time series (RMSE = 0.323 °C, MAE = 0.254 °C). The quadratic model is likewise the best model 

for the corresponding NTmax time series (RMSE = 0.415 °C, MAE = 0.331 °C) and also for the 

corresponding NTmin time series (RMSE = 0.345 °C, MAE = 0.269 °C), this being the reason why quadratic 

models were employed in Section 3. The poorest-fitting model of the six, by some distance, is the constant 

(no change) model. 

 

Table 5: Cross-validated model errors for the ACORN NTmean time series (1911-2010). 

Errors are given in °C to three decimal places. The quadratic model minimises the 

cross-validated error amongst the six polynomial models with respect to both metrics. 

Model RMSE (°C) MAE (C) 

constant 0.459 0.378 

linear 0.332 0.257 

quadratic 0.323 0.254 

cubic 0.326 0.257 

quartic 0.330 0.260 

quintic 0.333 0.264 
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Therefore we fit quadratic models to the NTmax, NTmin and NTmean time series using all six Bureau of 

Meteorology grid sets. The results of the quadratic model-fitting are shown in Figure 13. Total quadratic 

changes averaged across the six models are +0.67 °C for NTmax, +1.00 °C for NTmin and +0.83 °C for 

NTmean. By construction, the NTmean result is the average of the NTmax and NTmin results, up to rounding 

and truncation errors. There is very little variation in the fitted models in the last 50 years, which is partly 

due to the fact that the time series are all anomalised with respect to the 1981-2010 period, meaning no bias-

related contribution to the differences in annual values, but also due to the fact the range bars in Figure 13 

for the last 50 years are small. We also note that the greater uncertainty in the first 50 years is not 

contributing to uncertainty about the trends in the second 50 years. 
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Figure 13: For the six Bureau of Meteorology analysis sets, TN, ACORN, WNDCA, WNDCB, 

WNAWAP and WNH, the multi-data-set mean for NTMax is shown in red, NTmean in green and 

NTmin in blue. The corresponding ranges are shown as black error bars for each year (1911-2010). 

Results are progressively offset in the vertical for visual clarity. Black lines denote the zero 

anomaly. Quadratic models are fitted to each of the six data-sets, and the means and ranges 

shown in grey. The mean quadratic changes ( = {last point} – {first point} for the average of the six 

quadratic regressions) are +0.67 °C (NTmax), +0.83 °C (NTmean) and +1.00 °C (NTmin). 
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Another modelling approach uses the lowess algorithm (Cleveland 1981). This is an empirical regression-

based modelling approach which does not pre-suppose any particular form (e.g., a polynomial of specified 

degree) to the model, but rather allows the model to emerge from the data. It takes one parameter f which 

influences how smooth the fitted model is. Allowable values of the parameter range from 0 to 1. Larger 

values result in smoother models, smaller values in more variable models. 

 

The lowess algorithm, when applied to a time series 
n

iii xt 1)},{(
=

, the ti being the years and the xi being the 

annual temperature anomalies, yields a set of model estimates 
n

iii xt 1)}ˆ,{(
=

. Here, n = 100. The cross-

validation is performed in the following manner. A value for f is chosen. For each j = 2,3,…,n–1, the point 

),( jj xt  in the time series is omitted in turn, and the lowess algorithm applied to the remaining n–1 points. 

The model estimate jx̂  for the omitted point ),( jj xt  is taken as the average of the model estimates for the 

two adjacent included points; in other words, 2/)ˆˆ(ˆ
11 +−

+= jjj xxx . A simple unweighted average can be 

used here because the temporal points in the original time series are uniformly spaced; i.e., 

2/)( 11 +−
+= jjj ttt . The result is cross-validated model estimates for the n–2 = 98 interior points. RMSEs 

and MAEs are then computed in the usual way. The cross-validated errors are minimised approximately by 

searching across a range of values of the parameter f. Parametric values f = 0.01, 0.02, …, 0.99 are used in 

the search. Once the appropriate f value has been obtained, the model can be recomputed in the normal or - 

un-cross validated fashion. 
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The results of the empirical lowess cross-validation for the three ACORN time series are shown in Table 6. 

The approximate cross-validated RMSE minimisation for NTmax yields a simple minimum at f = 0.74, as 

does the approximate minimisation for NTmean (f = 0.78). The approximate minimisation for NTmin yields 

a global minimum at f = 0.82, and a secondary minimum at f = 0.29 (indicative of some decadal variability 

in the time series). These parameter values are reasonably large, and the resulting models are therefore fairly 

smooth. The NTmean errors (0.314 °C, 0.247 °C) from the lowess model are very similar to those of the 

best-fitting polynomial model (0.323 °C, 0.254 °C). Likewise, the NTmax errors (0.403 °C, 0.320 °C) are 

similar to those from the polynomial modelling (0.415 °C, 0.331 °C), with a similar result obtaining for 

NTmin. 

 

Table 6: Results of the approximate RMSE cross-validated minimisation for the ACORN NTmax, 

NTmin and NTmean time series. The second column gives the model smoothness parameter for 

the approximately best-fitting model of the lowess type. The un-cross-validated RMSE and MAE 

values for the entire 100-point time series are given in °C. 

 f RMSE MAE 

NTmax 0.74 0.403 0.320 

NTmean 0.78 0.314 0.247 

NTmin 0.82 0.335 0.262 
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The lowess models are plotted in Figure 14 for the six Bureau of Meteorology grid sets. The NTmean and 

NTmin time series show a smooth transition between two approximately linear trend regimes. For NTmax, 

the transition is more general with less evidence of linear regimes. The mean lowess model changes across 

the 100 years are +0.68 °C for NTmax, +0.97 °C for NTmin and +0.84 °C for NTmean. These are very 

similar to the results obtained from the quadratic modelling, but the different f parameter values used result 

in the NTmean total change not being exactly the average of the NTmax and NTmin values. 
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Figure 14: For the six Bureau of Meteorology analysis sets TN, ACORN, WNDCA, WNDCB, 

WNAWAP and WNH, the six data-set mean of NTMax is shown in red, NTmean in green and NTmin 

in blue. The corresponding ranges are shown as black error bars for each year (1911-2010). 

Results are progressively offset in the vertical for visual clarity. Black lines denote the zero 

anomaly. Lowess models with smoothness parameters 0.74 (NTmax), 0.78 (NTmean) and 0.82 

(NTmin) are fitted to each of the six data-sets, and the means and ranges shown in grey. The mean 

lowess model changes ( = {last point} – {first point} for the average of the six lowess models) are 

+0.68 °C (NTmax), +0.84 °C (NTmean) and +0.97 °C (NTmin). 
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The quadratic trend calculation is now performed for the CTmean time series using the ACORN data-set 

and the nine international SAT models (Figure 15). In spite of the considerable variation in the ranges of 

values in individual years (in particular, the first thirty years), the quadratic regression lines fitted to the 

various time series are remarkably consistent across the second half of the study period (1961-2010). This 

strongly suggests that the accelerating warming trend is a robust physical result, and not particularly 

dependent on the various analysis methods and homogenisation techniques employed in the preparation of 

the different grid sets. The mean quadratic change, calculated as {last point} – {first point} averaged across 

the ten quadratic regressions, is +0.81 °C. This is somewhat lower than the ACORN value of +1.09 °C for 

CTmean. 
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Figure 15: For the ten data-sets ACORN, GISS3, GISS3LO, GHCN3, GHCN3LO, GHCN2LO, HC3, 

HC3v, CT3 and CT3v, the ten-data-set mean for CTmean is shown in green, with the black bars 

showing the ranges of the anomaly estimates for each calendar year (1911-2010). The grey lines 

and bars show the corresponding results for the quadratic regression lines fitted to each of the ten 

time series. The mean quadratic change ( = {first point} – {last point} for the average of the ten 

quadratic regressions) is +0.81 °C. 

As with Section 5, the various time series models applied to the data in this part of the report are only 

intended to apply to the period 1911-2010, with a view to characterising temporal changes across that 

period. They are not intended to be applied in a predictive (post-2010) or retrodictive (pre-1911) manner. 
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7. END-POINT SENSITIVITY IN TRENDS 

 

An initial assessment of the end-point sensitivity of trends in the ACORN NTmax, NTmin and NTmean time 

series can be obtained by computing the eleven possible 90-year quadratic changes, i.e., from the 90-year 

periods starting 1911, 1912, …, 1920. When converted into an equivalent 100-year change, the mean 90-

year changes are +0.90 °C, +1.30 °C and +1.10 °C respectively (Table 7). As previously reported, the 

corresponding changes calculated from the full time series are very close to these values, at +0.90 °C, 

+1.28 °C and +1.09 °C respectively. The 100-year equivalent ranges are reasonably large, at 0.41 °C, 

0.20 °C and 0.28 °C, indicating that there is sensitivity to the ends points present in the 100-year total 

quadratic changes. 

 

Table 7: Maximum, minimum, range and mean of the total quadratic changes (°C) the 

eleven possible 90-year subsets of the 100-year NTmax, NTmin and NTmean time 

series, as estimated from the ACORN analyses. Values are rounded to two decimal 

places. The 90-year mean quadratic changes and ranges are multiplied by 99/89 to 

derive an equivalent 100-year change (last two rows). 

 NTmax NTmin NTmean 

minimum +0.60 +1.08 +0.84 

maximum +0.97 +1.26 +1.10 

range 0.37 0.18 0.25 

mean +0.81 +1.17 +0.99 

inflated range 0.41 0.20 0.28 

inflated mean +0.90 +1.30 +1.10 

 

 

A counterpoint to this assessment involves calculating the 90-year total quadratic changes in the CTmean 

time series across the middle period of the eleven possible periods, 1916-2005, for the two Bureau of 

Meteorology homogenised analyses, ACORN and TN, and the nine international homogenised analyses, 

and treating the resulting sample of eleven estimates as a multi-model ensemble. The resulting 90-year total 

quadratic changes range from +0.77 °C to +1.06 °C, with a range of 0.28 °C and a mean of +0.85 °C (for 

which the 100-year equivalent change is +0.95 °C). We note that the uncertainty in the 90-year estimate 

computed via this multi-model approach (0.28 °C) is very similar to the uncertainty obtained in the ACORN 

data by varying the end points (0.25 °C). 

 

We now explore the sensitivity of computed trends in the ACORN NTmax, NTmin and NTmean time series 

in a more comprehensive way, following Liebmann et al. (2010). Choosing a particular time series model 

(linear, quadratic, lowess), the chosen model is fitted to the time series, and the total temperature change 

computed as {last fitted value} – {first fitted value}, as in previous Sections. These changes are computed 
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for all combinations of start and end years within the time series, except for those leading to very short 

periods. The changes are displayed graphically, colour-coded on a continuum (red for temperature increases, 

blue for temperature decreases). We note in passing that because the time series data have uniform temporal 

spacing and no data gaps, the total change implied by the quadratic (ordinary least squares) regression 

modelling are the same as those implied by the corresponding linear (ordinary least squares) regression 

modelling. 

 

Figure 16 shows the trend sensitivity for quadratic time series models applied to the NTmax time series. The 

change across the full 100 years, represented in the top left corner of the coloured triangles, is shown in the 

figure caption, along with the current trend, calculated using the 2009 and 2010 values of the fitted trend. 

[For a linear model, the current trend would obviously be equal to the linear trend across the entire period.] 

Representative colours are shown in the key. 

 

 

Figure 16: Trend sensitivity assessment for NTmax 

(1911-2010), quadratic models, ACORN data-set. 

Change = +0.90 °C. Current trend = +0.23 °C/decade. 

 

Figure 17: Trend sensitivity assessment for NTmin 

(1911-2010), quadratic models, ACORN data-set. 

Change = +1.28 °C. Current trend = +0.23 °C/decade. 

 

Figure 17 shows the corresponding quadratic model results for the NTmin time series, and Figure 18 the 

NTmean time series. We also show the results for the lowess model applied to the NTmean time series with 

parameter f = 0.78 (Figure 19). 
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Figure 18: Trend sensitivity assessment for NTmean 

(1911-2010), quadratic models, ACORN data-set. 

Change = +1.09 °C. Current trend = +0.23 °C/decade. 

 

Figure 19: Trend sensitivity assessment for NTmean 

(1911-2010), lowess models (f = 0.78), ACORN data-

set. Change = +1.09 °C. Current trend = 

+0.16 °C/decade. 
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The trend results are not surprisingly very variable over short periods, but are fairly stable once the trend 

period exceeds 60 years, thereby providing very persuasive evidence that Australian temperatures have risen 

across the past 100 years. As previously reported, the quadratic changes are +0.90 °C for NTmax, +1.28 °C 

for NTmin and +1.09 °C for NTmean, the NTmean change being the average of the NTmax and NTmin 

changes. The lowess model change in the NTmean time series is also +1.09 °C, leading to the conclusion 

that Australian annual mean temperatures have risen by around +1.1 °C across the 100 years based on the 

ACORN analyses. 

 

We now present the linear changes across the period 1911-2010 for the ACORN grid set in mapped form 

(Figure 20). The linear change is calculated as 99 times the linear trend, and as previously noted the total 

linear change and the total quadratic change are the same for equally spaced data with no gaps. The national 
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averages of these grid-point total changes, calculated in the manner described in Section 2.2, are +0.90 °C 

for maximum temperature, +1.28 °C for minimum temperature and +1.09 °C for mean temperature, equal to 

the changes reported previously for the national time series. [An exact correspondence to two decimal places 

is not necessarily to be expected, because of accumulated rounding and truncation errors.] 
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Figure 20: Linear changes in annual maximum (top), minimum (middle) and mean temperature 

(bottom) across the period 1911-2010, as calculated using the ACORN analyses. Nationally 

averaged changes are +0.90 °C for maximum temperature, +1.28 °C for minimum temperature and 

+1.09 °C for mean temperature. 

 

In general, the warming of Australian temperatures has been more pronounced in the interior of the 

continent, consistent with observations for other continents (IPCC 2007). 

 

Despite the careful site selection and location homogenisation in the ACORN-SAT data, it is evident that 

there remain some local structures in the trend maps which may reflect factors other than large-scale 

atmospheric process. Future analysis will explore the nature of some of the more unusual changes, such as 

the more rapid rates of warming in northeast New South Wales maximum temperatures and the apparent 

lack of warming in minimum temperatures in coastal areas of the southeast.  

 

Corresponding results for maximum and minimum temperature, calculated using the WNAWAP grid set, 

are shown in Figure 21, and as previously noted the WNAWAP grid set shows a weaker warming trend. 

The denser network results in a much more detailed trend calculation, and many of the small-scale structures 

are likely to be artificial. 
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Figure 21: Linear changes in annual maximum (top) and minimum (bottom) temperature across the 

period 1911-2010, as calculated using the WNAWAP analyses. Nationally averaged changes are 

+0.54 °C for maximum temperature and +0.85 °C for minimum temperature. 
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An additional comparison to Figure 20 is shown in Figure 22, which shows the linear change across the 

100 years for maximum and minimum temperature computed in the “opposite” way. Rather than analyse the 

monthly temperature anomalies, average the monthly analyses to prepare annual analyses and calculate the 

linear changes in grid points (as was done for Figure 20), here linear changes are computed directly from 

the monthly data pertaining to the subset of the 100 ACORN-SAT locations reporting from 1911, with the 

location linear change values being analysed and mapped in Figure 22. The differences between Figure 20 

and Figure 22 are relatively minor. National averages for the total linear changes computed this way are 

+0.91 °C for maximum temperature and +1.21 °C for minimum temperature, compared with +0.90 °C and 

+1.28 °C computed the other way using more data. 
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Figure 22: Linear changes in annual maximum (top) and minimum (bottom) temperature across the 

period 1911-2010. Location trends are calculated for those ACORN-SAT locations reporting from 

1911 onwards, and subsequently analysed. National averages of the linear changes are +0.91 °C 

for maximum temperature and +1.21 °C for minimum temperature. 
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8. DISCUSSION 

 

The time series of Australian-averaged annual temperatures (maximum, minimum, mean) show evidence of 

departures from linearity, which necessarily complicates the reporting of temporal changes in Australian 

temperature. The picture is one of an accelerating warming, although over shorter periods (e.g., 1961-2010), 

such non-linearity might be harder to detect. Further work will be undertaken to characterise in more detail 

these changes, including changes at the monthly and seasonal level. 

 

There is now much literature that establishes observed increases in terrestrial and ocean temperatures across 

the globe (IPCC, 2007).  In this regard, all of the data-sets analysed here describe warming of Australian 

temperatures over the last 50 to 100 years.  Estimates of the degree of warming vary, particularly for 

minimum temperatures across homogenised and unhomogenised records. Importantly however, there is no a 

priori reason to reject or accept homogeneity adjustments that result in either an amplification of reduction 

of warming. 

 

There are however a priori reasons to reject the use of raw or unadjusted data to characterise climate 

variability and change. International studies have shown that the homogenised temperature changes are more 

likely to reflect real physical changes over time than unadjusted data (Peterson 2006; Menne et al. 2010). 

Unadjusted data are known to, and in the Australian data certain to, contain artificial discontinuities and 

spurious changes due to biases and errors in the raw data. 

  

The two Bureau of Meteorology homogenised grid sets TN and ACORN show stronger warming trends 

than the whole-network Bureau of Meteorology grid sets. The differences between homogenised and 

unadjusted data appear to be quite large when depicted in graphs such as Figure 7 and Figure 8, although 

when taken in the context of the full interannual variability (e.g., Figure 3) they are relatively small and do 

not have a substantial impact on the qualitative interpretation of the results reported here. As an example, 

the total quadratic change across the NTmean time series (1911-2010) ranges from +0.69 °C to +1.09 °C 

across the six Bureau of Meteorology grid sets. The mean quadratic change is +0.83 °C (as previously 

reported). In contrast, these same quadratic models imply a change ranging from +0.72 °C to +0.87 °C 

(mean +0.77 °C) across the 1961-2010 period, a much more consistent result. There is therefore much less 

uncertainty in characterising Australian temperature change over the past 50 years, a period of significant 

warming. The earlier period, 1911-1960 had a sparser whole network, particularly so prior to 1940, and that 

compounded by network non-stationarity results in a larger degree of uncertainty in respect of the 

temperature trends. 
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The homogenised data-sets are consistent in inferring a non-climatic warm bias in the early period of the 

raw data in minimum temperatures, and to a lesser degree maximum temperatures. From results obtained 

here, this bias is less likely to be related to climatological network drift over time, at the scale of the spatial 

analysis. If the difference is due to an artefact in the raw data, then this is likely related to micro-site moves 

that still resulted in a changed climatology. 

 

The systematic closure of town sites and their replacement by nearby cooler sites can be characterised as 

‘micro-site’ climatological changes. This means that the site displacements are small, relative to the scale of 

the derived whole-network analyses which have a spatial resolution of about 20 to 25 kilometres. In other 

words, the analysis sees the pairs of sites as being essentially co-located, while significant micro-site 

climatological differences may exist only to be ignored by the whole-network analyses. Such micro-site 

replacement could result in an artificial cooling in the whole-network analyses from around 1911 to 1950, 

manifesting as a stronger warming signal in the homogenised analyses. This question will be the subject of 

further study. 

 

The homogenisation process should have a greater capacity to account for micro-site shifts than the 

WNAWAP data or the simple drift-corrected data used here for comparison with ACORN. We note 

however that clear evidence in favour of this hypothesis is yet to be obtained. Additional sources of 

discrepancy include temporal inhomogeneities due to changes in observing 

practices/instrumentation/reporting within the time series at individual sites which can be adjusted for in 

homogenised data-sets, but not easily in whole-network analyses. Whether such temporal inhomogeneities 

are sufficient to explain the discrepancies at the national/annual scale remains unknown. 

 

Perhaps one of the more interesting results is that the raw data, which includes a mixture of rural, regional 

and urban sites without regards to quality show similar or perhaps even slightly less warming that the rural-

dominated ACORN data, a result which mirrors recent findings in the United States of America (Menne et 

al. 2010). 

 

Five capital city and seven non-urban locations were excluded from the ACORN-SAT network used in the 

preparation of the ACORN analyses. The five capital city locations were excluded against the possibility of 

there being unadjusted urban heat island effects present in the data. Seven additional non-urban sites were 

also removed for the purposes of this paper. Two of these sites were removed because of markedly 

incomplete monthly data in the early parts of their records. The other five sites were removed because 

preliminary versions of Figure 22 showed marked spatial inhomogeneities in the linear changes across the 

100 years, suggesting undetected local factors may have affected recordings thereby increasing or 

decreasing trends. This may reflect persisting temporal inhomogeneities in the sites which have not yet been 
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located and removed. In the case of one site (Nhill), a large inhomogeneity exists in the later stages of the 

record associated with a site move. 

 

As noted in Section 2, the first difference analysis technique was explored as a possible additional analysis 

technique to the anomaly technique principally used in the preparation of this report. The differences 

between the results obtained by the two techniques can plausibly be ascribed to the temporal changes in the 

site network, and additionally that in the presence of such temporal changes the anomaly analysis technique 

is more likely to give reliable results than the first difference analysis technique. The reasons for this result, 

however, remain incompletely understood and further work exploring this point should be undertaken. 
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10. APPENDIX 

10.1 Listing of the locations used in the ACORN-SAT analyses 

 

A listing of the ACORN-SAT locations (Bureau of Meteorology 2011b) used in the ACORN analyses is 

given below, with Bureau station number, latitude, longitude and station name. Many of the locations are 

actually composites of two or more sites. In each case, only the last (open, on-going) site is listed here, and 

its latitude/longitude is used in the analyses. The full network of 112 locations is given. Twelve locations 

were excluded in the preparation of the analyses. Excluded locations are listed in red (for the capital city 

locations) and orange (for the non-urban locations). The 100 locations shown in black are the ones used 

in the ACORN analyses. 

 

Location number Latitude (°S) Longitude (°E) Location name 

001019  14.296 126.645  KALUMBURU 

002012  18.229 127.664  HALLS CREEK AIRPORT 

003003  17.948 122.235  BROOME AIRPORT 

004032  20.372 118.632  PORT HEDLAND AIRPORT 

004106  21.176 119.750  MARBLE BAR 

005007  22.241 114.097  LEARMONTH AIRPORT 

005026  22.243 118.336  WITTENOOM 

006011  24.888 113.670  CARNARVON AIRPORT 

007045  26.614 118.537  MEEKATHARRA AIRPORT 

008039  30.277 116.662  DALWALLINU COMPARISON 

008051  28.795 114.698  GERALDTON AIRPORT 

008296  29.204 116.025  MORAWA AIRPORT 

009021  31.927 115.976  PERTH AIRPORT 

009510  33.958 116.137  BRIDGETOWN COMPARISON 

009518  34.373 115.136  CAPE LEEUWIN 

009741  34.941 117.802  ALBANY AIRPORT 

009789  33.830 121.893  ESPERANCE 

010092  31.476 118.279  MERREDIN 

010286  31.622 117.222  CUNDERDIN AIRFIELD 

010579  33.689 117.555  KATANNING COMPARISON 

010917  32.672 116.671  WANDERING 

011003  31.680 128.879  EUCLA 

011052  30.845 128.109  FORREST 

012038  30.785 121.453  KALGOORLIE BOULDER AIRPORT 

013017  25.034 128.301  GILES METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE 

014015  12.424 130.893  DARWIN AIRPORT 

014825  16.403 131.014  VICTORIA RIVER DOWNS 

015135  19.642 134.183  TENNANT CREEK AIRPORT 

015590  23.795 133.889  ALICE SPRINGS AIRPORT 

015666  20.182 130.015  RABBIT FLAT 

016001  31.156 136.805  WOOMERA AERODROME 

016098  30.705 134.579  TARCOOLA AERO 

017031  29.648 138.064  MARREE COMPARISON 
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017043  27.555 135.446  OODNADATTA AIRPORT 

018012  32.130 133.698  CEDUNA AMO 

018044  33.133 135.555  KYANCUTTA 

018192  34.599 135.878  NORTH SHIELDS 

021133  33.768 138.218  SNOWTOWN (RAYVILLE PARK) 

022823  35.755 136.596  CAPE BORDA 

023090  34.921 138.622  ADELAIDE (KENT TOWN) 

023373  34.476 139.006  NURIOOTPA VITICULTURAL 

026021  37.747 140.774  MOUNT GAMBIER AERO 

026026  37.163 139.756  ROBE COMPARISON 

027045  12.678 141.921  WEIPA AERO 

027058  10.584 142.290  HORN ISLAND 

028004  16.001 144.076  PALMERVILLE 

029063  17.687 141.073  NORMANTON AIRPORT 

029077  17.748 139.536  BURKETOWN AIRPORT 

030045  20.729 143.143  RICHMOND POST OFFICE 

030124  18.304 143.531  GEORGETOWN AIRPORT 

031011  16.874 145.746  CAIRNS AERO 

032040  19.248 146.766  TOWNSVILLE AERO 

033119  21.117 149.217  MACKAY M.O 

034084  20.046 146.271  CHARTERS TOWERS AIRPORT 

036007  23.554 145.288  BARCALDINE POST OFFICE 

036031  23.437 144.277  LONGREACH AERO 

037010  19.923 138.121  CAMOOWEAL TOWNSHIP 

038003  22.912 139.904  BOULIA AIRPORT 

038026  25.897 139.347  BIRDSVILLE AIRPORT 

039128  24.907 152.323  BUNDABERG AERO 

039066  25.617 151.616  GAYNDAH AIRPORT 

039083  23.375 150.477  ROCKHAMPTON AERO 

040004  27.630 152.711  AMBERLEY AMO 

040043  27.031 153.466  CAPE MORETON LIGHTHOUSE 

040842  27.392 153.129  BRISBANE AERO 

042112  26.657 150.182  MILES CONSTANCE STREET 

043109  28.049 148.594  ST GEORGE AIRPORT 

044021  26.414 146.256  CHARLEVILLE AERO 

045025  27.987 143.815  THARGOMINDAH AIRPORT 

046037  29.434 142.010  TIBOOBURRA POST OFFICE 

046043  31.563 143.375  WILCANNIA (REID ST) 

048027  31.484 145.829  COBAR MO 

048245  30.036 145.952  BOURKE AIRPORT AWS 

052088  30.037 148.122  WALGETT AIRPORT AWS 

053115  29.490 149.847  MOREE AERO 

055024  31.026 150.269  GUNNEDAH RESOURCE CENTRE 

056242  29.780 151.112  INVERELL (RAGLAN ST) 

058012  29.433 153.363  YAMBA PILOT STATION 

059040  30.311 153.119  COFFS HARBOUR MO 

060139  31.434 152.865  PORT MACQUARIE AIRPORT AWS 

061078  32.793 151.836  WILLIAMTOWN RAAF 

061363  32.034 150.826  SCONE AIRPORT AWS 

063005  33.429 149.556  BATHURST AGRICULTURAL STATION 

065070  32.221 148.575  DUBBO AIRPORT AWS 

066062  33.861 151.205  SYDNEY (OBSERVATORY HILL) 

067105  33.600 150.776  RICHMOND RAAF 

068072  34.947 150.535  NOWRA RAN AIR STATION AWS 
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068151  35.094 150.805  JERVIS BAY (POINT PERPENDICULAR) 

069018  35.909 150.153  MORUYA HEADS PILOT STATION 

070014  35.305 149.201  CANBERRA AIRPORT COMPARISON 

072150  35.158 147.457  WAGGA WAGGA AMO 

072161  35.937 148.378  CABRAMURRA SMHEA AWS 

073054  33.926 147.242  WYALONG POST OFFICE 

074258  35.557 144.946  DENILIQUIN AIRPORT AWS 

076031  34.236 142.087  MILDURA AIRPORT 

078015  36.309 141.649  NHILL AERODROME 

080023  35.724 143.920  KERANG 

082039  36.105 146.509  RUTHERGLEN RESEARCH 

084016  37.568 149.916  GABO ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE 

084030  37.692 148.459  ORBOST (COMPARISON) 

085072  38.116 147.132  EAST SALE AIRPORT 

085096  39.130 146.424  WILSONS PROMONTORY LIGHTHOUSE 

086071  37.807 144.970  MELBOURNE REGIONAL OFFICE 

087031  37.856 144.757  LAVERTON RAAF 

090015  38.856 143.513  CAPE OTWAY LIGHTHOUSE 

091293  41.055 146.787  LOW HEAD 

091311  41.549 147.214  LAUNCESTON AIRPORT 

092045  40.993 148.347  EDDYSTONE POINT 

094010  43.489 147.145  CAPE BRUNY LIGHTHOUSE 

094029  42.890 147.328  HOBART (ELLERSLIE ROAD) 

094220  42.986 147.074  GROVE (RESEARCH STATION) 

096003  42.275 146.276  BUTLERS GORGE 
 

10.2 Drift corrections in the whole-network analyses 

 

In order to generate the drift-corrected grid sets (WNDCB and WNDCA) described in Section 2.1, it is first 

necessary to generate a set of raw temperature analyses from the whole network (designated WN). Here we 

show the differences between those raw temperature analyses WN and the drift-corrected ones WNDCB, 

WNDCA for the NTmax and NTmin time series. These differences are the drift corrections. As before, the 

contributing time series are each anomalised with respect to 1981-2010 prior to the subtraction. The results 

are shown in Figure 23. A very substantial inhomogeneity due to network drift is clearly present in the raw 

maximum temperature analyses, amounting to nearly 1.0 °C across the 100 years, almost all of it prior to 

about 1970. In other words, the early raw maximum temperature analyses are nearly 1.0 °C too cold. The 

inhomogeneities in the raw minimum temperature analyses are not nearly as severe, amounting to about 0.2° 

across the 100 years, although a 0.1 °C excursion of the opposite sign around 1960 is present which 

coincides with a marked change in the network (Figure 24). As with maximum temperature, the minimum 

temperature network is fairly stable in terms of its analysis impact from about 1970, although this is clearly 

not the case in terms of station numbers (also, see below). An estimate of the total quadratic temperature 

change across 1911-2010 using the raw data (+1.45 °C for NTmax, +1.12 °C for NTmin and +1.29 °C) would 

thus lead to considerably inflated values for NTmax and NTmean. 
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Figure 23: Network drift calculations: the differences NTmax[WN] – NTmax[WNDCB] (red), 

NTmax[WN] – NTmax[WNDCA] (brown), NTmin[WN] – NTmin[WNDCB] (blue) and NTmin[WN] – 

NTmin[WNDCA] (green) are plotted (in °C). 
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10.3 Temporal evolution of the networks 

 

The whole network used in WN, WNDCB, WNDCA and WNH shows a considerable variation across time, 

and the near-whole-network used in WNAWAP and WNAWAPH will be very similar to this. Figure 24 

shows the monthly site counts in the whole network for maximum and minimum temperature. There is a 

near monotonic increase in the station availability from 1911 to 1956, followed by a sudden decrease from 

1957 to 1964 which is equally suddenly reversed. This indicates a substantial gap in the quantity of digitised 

monthly data. The sudden decline at the end of 2010 is probably a real-time digitisation delay. 
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Figure 24: Monthly site counts in the whole network for maximum temperature (red) and  

minimum temperature (blue) for 1911-2010. 
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Figure 25 shows the numbers of locations for each calendar month used in the ACORN analyses described 

in this report. The maximum possible value is by construction 100 locations. Figure 26 shows the state of 

the ACORN network in January 1910 and December 2010. The full 112-location network is used in the 

preparation of Figure 26. 

 

 
 

–––– maximum temperature 

–––– minimum temperature 

 

Figure 25: Monthly station counts in the ACORN-SAT network for maximum temperature (red) 

and minimum temperature (blue) for 1911-2010, as used in the ACORN analyses. The maximum 

possible data availability is 100 sites. 
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 locations for which maximum temperature anomaly values are available 

  locations for which data are not available 
 

 

Figure 26: Station location plot for January 1910 (top) and December 2010 (bottom). Blue squares 

denote locations for which maximum temperature anomaly values are available. Green squares 

denote locations for which data are not available. 
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